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samyang 14mm f/2.8 IF ED
UMC AS £330/$330

samyang 20mm f/1.8 ED UMC AS

EXTRA-LARGE VIEWING ANGLE, SMALL PRICE

THE MORE FILTER-FRIENDLY OF THE SAMYANG LENSES

This aspherical (AS) Samyang
lens has the outright widest
viewing angle of any lens here,
at 116 degrees. It’s even worth
considering as a wide-angle
prime on a DX format camera,
where the effective 21mm focal
length gives a still-generous
viewing angle of 94 degrees.
As with the other manual
focus lenses on test, the
generous rotational travel of
the focus ring enables precise
adjustments. Samyang has
missed a trick, however, by not
adding depth-of-ﬁeld markings
to the lens barrel.
The built-in hood shrouds the
front element, adding physical
protection, but it precludes the
easy attachment of any ﬁlters.

Unlike Samyang’s 14mm option,
this lens has a bayonet-style lens
hood rather than a built-in one,
which means it can be taken off
when you want to attach ﬁlters.
Build quality is of the same
high standard in both Samyang
lenses. As with the 14mm lens,
the focus ring works smoothly
and enables wonderfully precise
adjustments, although autofocus
is off the menu. The aperture
ring is largely superﬂuous
with Nikon D-SLRs and
unfortunately, unlike with
Nikon’s D-series lenses, there’s
no switch to lock the aperture
at its narrowest setting, so
accidentally turning the
aperture ring will stop the
camera from being able to
control aperture (see page 87).

Performance
Two ED (Extra-low Dispersion)
and three high refractive
elements in the optical path aim
to boost image quality, while
UMC (Ultra Multi Coating)
helps to minimise ghosting and
ﬂare. Vignetting is minor, even
at the widest aperture of f/2.8,
but sharpness could be better
and the extra-wide viewing
angle comes with heavy
barrel distortion.
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Centre sharpness is below average and
image corners are a bit soft.

Edge fringing (Lower is better)
f/2.8 1.1
f/8 1.15 f/16 0.81
The lens does well to minimise colour
fringing, with respectable lab scores.
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Barrel distortion is the worst of any lens
on test, including the Irix 15mm.

Verdict
Features
Build/handling
Performance
Value for money

OVERALL
Pleasing build and image qualities make
this super-wide lens great value for money.

Performance
The narrower viewing angle
pays dividends in terms of image
quality, with greater sharpness
than from the Samyang 14mm
into the corners of the frame.
Indeed, this lens also beats
Nikon’s own 20mm lens for
sharpness when shooting wide
open at f/1.8. Considering how
wide it is, distortion, ghosting
and ﬂare are also well controlled.
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Sharpness is impressive for a 20mm lens,
even in the corners of the frame.

Edge fringing (Lower is better)
f/2.8 1.58
f/8 1.98 f/16 2.12
There’s slightly more colour fringing than
from most of the other lenses on test.

Distortion (Nearer 0 is better)
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Barrel distortion is well controlled and less
noticeable than from the Samyang 14mm.

Verdict
Features
Build/handling
Performance
Value for money

OVERALL
The viewing angle might not be as wide,
but it’s a better buy than the 14mm lens.
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